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Few school boards if any provide incentives for faculty members to write 

or do research, perhaps suggesting through their lack of incentives that they do 

not respect or value faculty research. Few public school teachers must publish in 

order to keep their jobs, so professional writing ranks very low on their Things to 

Do lists. Professional writing for publication, however, has many important 

benefits which can be especially meaningful to all teachers of English. 

Professional writing can provide the important ingredient for keeping 

teachers alert and interested. When teachers share with their peers an idea, a 

problem that they have solved or what they have learned through a special class 

project or set of assignments, they can experience the exciting feeling of writing 

with a purpose, of reaching a goal, of gaining recognition for their work, and of 

having their voices heard in the profession. Donald Murray suggests that writing 

professionall Y is "an extension of teaching and a stimulation to teaching" (153). 

Through the process of writing for scholarly journals and professional 

magazines teachers can gain information that will help them remain current in 

their disciplines, and they can discover ideas that may be useful in their own 

classooms. Researchers suggest that teachers should be responsive readers of 

student writing, prepared to identify and solve writing problems (Greenhalgh 

401). Writing for publication is a way of helping teachers achieve these recom

mended goals, as they will engage in meaningful research related to teaching and 

to their responses to student writing. According to Mark Reynolds, teachers 

who write professionally will "discover new material for classroom use and find 

new ways of presenting old material, thus enriching all segments of their teach

ing" (290). In composition classes teachers of English answer questions daily 

concerning what it means to be a writer and how writers become effective in 

clarifying their meanings to readers. The goals of composition classes suggest 

what teachers think expertise in writing is, and the way one teaches suggests 
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how student writers should achieve expertise (Carter 265). Writing for profes

sional publication can be useful in helping teachers keep in touch with what 

students experience as writers and in answering student questions conc;rning 

the writing process. 

Writing does not always come naturally. It must be practiced. Because 

writing is often an unnatural activity, writing for professional publication can 

help teachers gain the practice needed to refine their writing skills. 

How can teachers possibly add professional writing into their already 

busy schedule? At what time can teachers write? 

The perfect times for writing are few. Not many of us will get that free 

space or long stretch of time to devote to writing, so writing should be a part of 

everyday activities. The following are suggestions for building writing into a 

busy daily schedule. These suggestions come from a variety of sources: articles 

related to this important subject; suggestions given by my colleagues; and my 

own experience as a teacher and writer. 

Finding Time to Write 

l. Keep a planning notebook with you to play in at the office, at home, 

in the car, on the airplane, at faculty meetings, and beside the televi

sion. The notebook will make it possible for you to use fragments of 

time to sketch outlines, titles, leads, endings, and key paragraphs. 

These bits and pieces of writing will make you ready to write when you 

have an hour, or two, or three (Murray 148). 

2. Write bits and pieces of ideas on your computer at home or work 

during a lunch period. Be sure to save these fragments of work, so that 

you can easily retrieve the information and continue your work at a 

more convenient time. Scraps of paper can get misplaced. 

3. Write in class as your students write. 
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4. Write out your thoughts as a form of relaxation before going to bed. 

5. Form a writing group. 

6. Write as a means of dealing with conflict. 

What can teache~ write about? What is there to say? Conflicts and 

problems serve as excellent material for articles. Sometimes solutions grow out 

of problems, and your colleagues would like to hear how you solved a particularly 

troubling situation in your class or with your own writing. Writing down what 

you feel and what you think can also help you discover and clarify directions for 

handling a number of difficulties in the classroom and beyond. A few years ago I 

was one of a group of teachers in a summer writing project in Detroit. Over the 

summer a cultural conflict arose among a few of the teachers concerning the 

appropriate handling of what some teachers considered "disgusting" student 

behavior on a field trip. As a result of this conflict one of the teachers in the 

group wrote a book that has now received national attention. 

Teachers can use successful assignments and activities that have worked 

for students as a source for writing. Many journals and professional magazines 

have special issues from time to time that focus on teaching stories or on success

ful methods and strategies for teaching specific skills. Teaching stories can help 

teachers as well as others expand their perspectives. Stories, according to Jerome 

Bruner, are ways of exploring possible worlds out of the context of immediate 

need (Bruner 123). David Schaffsma sees stories as "a kind of knowledge that 

teachers and students create" (30). Through shared stories teachers can learn 

from one another how to be teachers (29). Two years ago a colleague and I tried 

a letter exchange activity with our freshman composition classes. Because we 

believed that this activity was especially helpful to ESL (English as a Second 

Language) classes, understanding the audience and providing them with an 

opportunity to expand their perceptions of other cultures, we recorded notes 

concerning this activity and conducted regular discussions concerning what we 

observed as teachers of this new technique for teaching writing. Through our 

shared stories about what happened in our classes as a result of the letter ex-
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c~anges, we developed an article that will soon be published in a book that deals 

with ways teachers can help students to bridge cross-cultural differences. 

Teachers should remember that there is always something more that can 

~ sai~ on j~t about any subject. Respond and expand on what others say about 

issues m wntmg and issues in the classroom. Amidst the chaos of heavy teach

ing loads, overdue reports, large classes and family obligations, public school 

teachers should talce the plunge and write for professional publication as a means 

of re-examining knowledge and strengths in their discipline, as a means of more 

carefully observing and critically responding to what is happening in the class

room and in the profession, and as a means of refining their own skills as writers. 
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World in Flux: Achebe's Use of Folktale and Proverb 

When approaching a work of world literature one often assumes that the 

cultural understanding the read~r initially brings to the work is sufficient to 

analyze the work on several levels. This is not true, however, for most Western 

readers of works from a non-Western culture; there a lack of cultural knowledge 

can lead to misunderstanding out of ignorance. Many times the student is at a 

loss to understand cultural or historical references that are central to the under

standing of the work as a coherent whole. 

The novels of Chinue Achebe illustrate the importance of gaining a 

working knowledge of the history and culture from which a work originates. His 

novels offer the Western reader the opportunity to delve deeper into Achebe's 

Ibo culture and thereby clarify the more subtle messages he encodes for the 

English-speaking audience. 

One method of approaching a piece of world literature is to understand 

the use and importance of cultural lore and speech elements. In Achebe's Ibo 

culture, folktales and proverbs do not merely illustrate stories learned in child

hood, but contain encoded messages about right and wrong action or though 

social commentary and observations on human nature and character. 

Achebe relies heavily on the use of Ibo folktales and proverbs to trans

mit a true picture of his culture at any given time in its history. He does not, 

however, explain the picture he presents. The reader must actively search_ out 

the cultural connotations of these tales and proverbs to gain an understanding of 

characters and plot movement in the novels that is not otherwise apparent. 

Although Achebe writes in English, he sees his role as a novelist as 

"helping my society regain belief in itself and put away the complexes of the 

years of denigration and self-abasement" (Morning Yet 71). Nigeria as a politi• 

cal entity did not really exist before the period of colonization. Even today the 
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